A systemic insight into astrocytoma biology across different grades.
Astrocytomas are the most common type of brain tumors, which originate from glial cells, and are classified into specific grades based on their histopathological behavior. To develop precise therapeutic strategies for the disease, it is important to identify the molecular signatures specific to each grade as well as the key factors responsible for the transition from one grade to the next. In this study, we have taken a systems approach to investigate the gene expression profiles of each grades of the disease by mapping shortest paths of gene interaction in each grade and also between one grade and the next. Module core genes govern the topology of these networks and serve as important functional players in each grade as well as help in grade transition events. Shortlisted among these module core genes are well-characterized players of glioma as well as novel molecules (32 grade-specific genes and 15 grade transition-specific genes), which influence important prooncogenic functions but have not been linked to glioma biology yet. These module core genes provide interesting insight into the biology of astrocytic tumors and are potential therapeutic targets for astrocytoma.